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Abstract: The flexible space manipulator is disturbed by the dynamic load in the position
servo process, which easily leads to the unknown load distortion at the end of the
manipulator, and the robustness of the flexible space manipulator control is not good. In
order to improve the robustness of dynamic load rejection control for flexible space
manipulator, a dynamic load rejection control method for flexible space manipulator
based on load mass parameter identification is proposed. The joint flexible identification
system is used to collect the position servo correlation parameters of the flexible space
manipulator, and the position servo constraint parameter model of the flexible space
manipulator is constructed. The terminal load mass parameter identification method is
used to adjust the position error of the flexible space manipulator and the local
linearization parameter fusion method is used to correct the control error of the space
manipulator to improve the steady-state control performance of the flexible space
manipulator. The steady state error is reduced and the on-line identification ability of
unknown load parameters of space manipulator is improved. The simulation results show
that the proposed method has the advantages of small error and good stability in dynamic
load rejection control of flexible space manipulator, and has good performance of inertial
parameter identification in orbit.

1. Introduction
With the development of artificial intelligence control technology, a large number of robots and
manipulators are used in industrial operations and human life production. Flexible space
manipulator is a new type of artificial intelligence space manipulator device. Space manipulator is
an important part of orbiting spacecraft. Space manipulator is widely used in target acquisition,
structural assembly and parameter identification in orbit. The space manipulator has the
characteristics of light mass and high span[1]. The vibration of the structure is very obvious. For
example, the space shuttle remote control arm system in the United States has to spend 20 to 40
seconds waiting for the vibration of the manipulator to stop after each operation. Especially when
the manipulator captures a non-cooperative target with unknown attributes, the uncertainty of the
system parameters will affect the control system. In this case, the parameters of unknown targets
and the parameters of the manipulator after capture can be accurately obtained by using the on-orbit
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identification method, which can not only provide an important reference for the modification of the
attitude or vibration controller[2]. It can also effectively detect the operating state of the system and
ensure the normal operation of the spacecraft. The flexible space manipulator is disturbed by the
dynamic load during the position servo process, which can easily lead to unknown load distortion at
the end of the manipulator. It is of great significance to study the dynamic load rejection control
method for flexible space manipulator.
Aiming at the identification of inertial parameters and dynamic load rejection control of the
manipulator itself and the terminal load, extensive research has been carried out at present[3]. In
reference [4], a method for the identification of inertial parameters in orbit based on spacecraft
manipulator is proposed, which realizes the identification of inertial parameters of spacecraft by the
wide range motion of the manipulator. In reference [5], according to the principle of conservation of
momentum, the mass characteristic parameters of unknown targets are obtained from the
simultaneous momentum increment equations in the process of grasping unknown targets by space
robots. In reference [6], an algebraic identification method is proposed, and an on-line identification
method for the mass parameters of the end load of the manipulator under gravity environment is
proposed. In reference [7], aiming at the problem of catching unknown loads for space manipulators,
the identification and disturbance control of load characteristic parameters are carried out by using
joint torque and tactile sensing information. In most of the above studies, the manipulator is
considered as a rigid body, and the influence of flexible vibration is ignored, and because of the
limited excitation source in the space environment, many parameter identification methods are not
applicable.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the parameter identification of the manipulator under a fixed
configuration, so in the process of capturing the target, the parameters of the system model are only
affected by the change of the terminal mass. Therefore, the nonlinear model of the manipulator can
be reduced to a linear system by using the local linearization technique. In this paper, a dynamic
load rejection control method for flexible space manipulator based on load mass parameter
identification is proposed. The joint flexible identification system is used to collect the position
servo correlation parameters of flexible space manipulator. The position servo constraint parameter
model of flexible space manipulator is constructed, the position error of flexible space manipulator
is adjusted by the identification method of terminal load quality parameter, and the dynamic load
immunity control is realized. Finally, the simulation experiment is carried out. The advantages of
this method in improving the dynamic load rejection control capability of flexible space
manipulator are demonstrated.
2. Description of controlled object and optimization of control constraint parameters for
dynamic loading system of space manipulator
2.1. Description of position servo controlled object of flexible space manipulator
In order to realize the optimal control of the dynamic load system of the flexible space
manipulator, the position servo parameters of the flexible space manipulator are collected by using
the sensor measurement method, and the position and attitude information of the space manipulator
is collected. The mechanical parameter information and ranging information of mechanical
components are fused by means of inertial parameter adjustment and multi-position measurement,
and the control constraint parameters are analyzed according to the measurement results. The
control object model of the flexible space manipulator is established. When the controlled object
model of a mechanical quilt is carried out, the following assumptions are given to simplify the
handling of the configuration of the flexible space manipulator with respect to the x1Oy1 plane
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symmetry. Inertial moment of flexible space manipulator in operation, the effect of disturbance
torque is linearly varying, and the disturbance error is linearly variable. For the plane problem, the
vibration along the arm length (axial) direction is not considered[8]. Only the vibration perpendicular
to the length of the arm rod is considered, and the vibration is considered as a small deformation,
and the effect of the flexibility of the joint on the vibration of the system is not considered for the
time being. Based on the above assumptions, the controlled reference model of flexible space
manipulator control is constructed, and the vibration displacement can be decomposed into:
ς 1 (t , s )  xT (t ) xT (t − t ) x T (t ) 
=

ς 2 (t , s )  yT (t )
=

yT (t − s )

y T (t ) 

T

(1)

T

(2)

Assuming that τ sc is the hysteresis factor for dynamic load rejection control of space manipulator,
[9]
τ ca is the time delay transmitted to the actuator by the controller . In order to further establish the
controlled object model of flexible space manipulator, the following constraints are given:
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Figure 1. Controlled object model of dynamic load rejection control for flexible space manipulator.
(a) Under the action of small disturbance moment, the transmission delay τ k of the flexible space
manipulator is uncertain and satisfied: τττ
.
=
+
(b) The sampling period of the flexible space manipulator motion of the sensitive element is T.
(c) The control error between controller and actuator is steady.
According to the above model assumptions and conditions, the controlled object model of
dynamic load rejection control for flexible space manipulator is constructed as shown in figure 1.
k

sc

ca

2.2. Control constraint parameter optimization
According to the control object model of flexible space manipulator constructed above,
considering the state feedback control law u (k ) = Kx (k ) , when the output delay τ of flexible space
manipulator is less than a sampling period, according to the vertical axis of flexible space
manipulator, based on the position servo parameter correction model of (Y-axis), the parameter
correlation matrix of the controlled object is obtained by using the small disturbance suppression
method:
k

(u , ut ) ∈ Ct ( K , H xsc × H xsc −1 ), u ∈ Ldt ,+x1 ( K × IR d )
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(3)

The methods of inertial parameter adjustment and parameter adaptive fusion are used, when the
transfer function is determined[10], the feedback output control instructions of the position servo
tracking system of Gm ( s) = G0 ( s) , tm = t , flexible space manipulator are as follows:
H (s) + Y (s) =
Gm ( s )U ( s )

(4)

The dynamic load rejection control system of the flexible space manipulator forms a two-degreeof-freedom IMC-PID controller, which adaptively adjusts the control parameters and obtains the
feedback information matrix of the position servo of the flexible space manipulator:
 1.7e −30 s
G11 ( s) G12 ( s   7 s + 1
 G ( s G ( s  =  − 0.6e − 25 s
22
 21
 
 10s + 1

0.59e −27 s 

8s + 1 
1.5e − 28 s 
9s + 1 

(5)

In the upper formula, the input control parameters of the flexible space manipulator with degrees
of freedom are equivalent to the eigenvalues obtained by adjusting the parameters adaptively
directly from the Gm ( s) , and the nonlinear dynamics of the manipulator are established without
considering the effect of joint flexibility on the system. Learn the equation and linearize at the
working point[11].
3. Optimization of dynamic load control method
3.1. Control error correction of space manipulator
The joint flexible identification system is used to collect the position servo correlation
parameters of the flexible space manipulator [12], and the position parameter acquisition model of the
flexible space manipulator in the relative inertial space is presented as:
z (t )
=

p

∑ s ( t ) b (θ ) + n ( t )
i

i

i =1

(6)

i

Where:
=
bi (θi )

π

∫ π a ( θ )g (θ − θ ) dθ
i

−

(7)

i

By using the method of inertial parameter fusion and adaptive compensation, the eigenvalues of
dynamic load rejection control parameters of flexible space manipulator are decomposed, and the
eigenvalues are obtained as λ1 > λ2 > ... > λ j −1 > λ j > ... > λm , a two-degree-of-freedom control model
with time-delay is constructed according to the torsion and the position servo motion coefficient of
the space manipulator:
m

)]qk
∑ [qq
jk ( n + 1) − jk ( n=

j −1

m

∑η[λk − δ j2 (n)]q jk (n)qk + η ∑ λk a jk (n)qk

k 1=
k 1
=

(8)

k 1
=

The Lagrange equation is used to derive the generalized coordinates respectively[13]. The singular
value of the external moment covariance matrix is decomposed into:
R = U s Λ s U sH + U n Λ n U nH

(9)

According to the above parameter regulation model, the optimal design of the control model is
carried out by using the two degree-of-freedom time-delay compensation control and the adaptive
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parametric adjustment method, which improves the global stability of the dynamic load disturbance
rejection control.
3.2. Optimal realization of dynamic load rejection control for space manipulator
The position servo constraint parameter model of flexible space manipulator is constructed, and
the position error of flexible space manipulator is adjusted by the identification method of terminal
load mass parameter. The input and output relation of position parameter adjustment is obtained by
designing parameter fusion filter for information fusion:
p

− k)
x(n) + ∑ ai x(n =

m

∑ b u (n − r )

k 1=
r 0
=

r

(10)

Set ∆x k = αp k , α is the error feedback correction coefficient. The time-delay parameter
adjustment and adaptive geometric calibration of dynamic load rejection control for flexible space
manipulators are introduced by continuous feedback drive method. The dynamic mechanical
characteristic equations of dynamic load rejection control for space manipulators are described as
follows:
T
T
Wi ( x) X (n) = X (n) w j (n)
 T
T
a j (n)Y j −1 (n) = Y j −1 a j (n)

(11)

According to the local linearization theory, the damping characteristic equation of space
manipulator dynamic load system is obtained as follows:
w j (n +=
1) w j (n) + η[ y j (n) X (n) − y j 2 (n) w j (n=
)] w j (n) + η[ X (n) X T (n) w j (n) + X (n) X T (n)QT a j (n) − y j 2 (n) w j (n)]

(12)
The system mass matrix coupling coefficient matrix and stiffness matrix are constructed to
improve the steady-state adjusting ability of dynamic load rejection control of space manipulator.
Based on the local linearization parameter fusion method, the control error correction of space
manipulator is realized, and the bias analysis of space manipulator is carried out. The geometric
variation relations of each overpass are obtained as follows:
M

xi (n) = ∑ hij (n)T s j (n) + vi (n)

(13)

j =1

P

y j (n) = ∑ f ij (n)T xi (n)

(14)

i =1

Where, hij represents the mechanical damping parameters of each section, and f ij represents the
sensitivity characteristic. Thus the position servo modal parameter identification output of flexible
space manipulator is obtained as:
f ij (n + 1) = f ij (n) + µ MCMA

∂J MCMA (n)
∂f ij (n)

(15)

The µ MCMA represents the degree of axial position and adaptively modifies the parameters
according to the number of mode shapes and rotation angles in the modeling process, combining
with the method of local linearization parameter fusion to realize the control error of space
manipulator. Difference correction, the output of the optimized parameters under the variable step
size is as follows:
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f ij (n) = [ f ij( 0 ) (n), f ij(1) (n), , f ij( L −1) (n)]T

(16)

Without considering the effect of damping, the parameters of load mass at the end of the
manipulator are identified. According to the above algorithm design, the error of the dynamic load
rejection control model of the flexible space manipulator designed in this paper converges to zero
and the control is controlled. The steady state of the process converges. The implementation of the
control algorithm is shown in figure 2.
Start

Initial acquisition of raw data from accelerometers,
magnetometers and gyroscopes

Error compensation and Kalman filtering for raw data

N
k<1
是
Calculate the attitude angle of accelerometer and
magnetometer at initial time and determine the initial
attitude angle

Feedback error correction calculation

Calculation of initial four elements based on initial
attitude angle

Noise estimation of gyroscope, calculation of process
noise covariance

Optimization of position Servo Control for calculating
attitude Angle of manipulator

Figure 2. Flow chart of control implementation.
4. Simulation experiment and result analysis
In order to test the application performance of this method in the dynamic load rejection control
of flexible space manipulator, the simulation experiment is carried out, and the algorithm of the
simulation experiment is designed to run on the Matlab7.0 numerical simulation platform. The
hardware environment of the experiment is: Tektronix TX3 True RMS MultiMeter, input flexible
space manipulator position servo attitude data sampling array source expansion angle is
∆1= 50 , ∆ 2= 80 , flexible space manipulator position servo disturbance signal to noise ratio of 12 dB,
main side. With a height ratio of 22 dB, the position servo stability control decision matrix of
flexible space manipulator is constructed as follows:
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The optimal solution of position servo parameters of flexible space manipulator is obtained. The
results are expressed as follows: ϑ = (1.45, 2, 0.32, 46.8, 48.87, 0.65, 5.45).
According to the results of the above parameter calculation, the dynamic load rejection control
simulation experiment of flexible space manipulator is carried out, and the dynamic load parameter
identification results of flexible space manipulator are obtained as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Identification results of
parameters of space manipulator.
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Figure 4. Performance curve of dynamic load
rejection control for flexible space manipulator.

Figure 3 shows that the dynamic load rejection control of the flexible space manipulator using
this method is better than that of the static tracking control of the position servo parameters of the
space manipulator. In order to quantitatively analyze the method in this paper, the flexible space is
carried out. The error convergence of the dynamic load rejection control of the manipulator is
obtained. The desired and actual output of the dynamic load rejection control parameters of the
flexible space manipulator are tested. The control performance curve is shown in figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that the control convergence of flexible space manipulator control using this
method is good and the expected output is in good agreement with the actual output. The time cost
of dynamic load rejection control is measured by different methods. As shown in figure 5, the time
cost of dynamic load rejection control for space manipulator by this method is smaller. The average
time cost of Kalman filter control is 12.34ms, the time cost of spatial tracking is 23.44ms. the time
cost of this control method is 8.65ms. it is superior in real-time control.
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5. Conclusions
In order to improve the robustness of dynamic load rejection control of flexible space
manipulator, a flexible space manipulator dynamic load rejection control method based on load
mass parameter identification is proposed in this paper. The flexible joint identification system is
used for flexible control. The position servo correlation parameter of the flexible space manipulator
is collected, the position servo constraint parameter model of the flexible space manipulator is
constructed, and the position error of the flexible space manipulator is adjusted by the identification
method of the terminal load mass parameter. The control error correction of space manipulator is
realized by combining local linearization parameter fusion method. The steady state control
performance of flexible space manipulator is improved, the steady state error is reduced, and the online identification ability of unknown load parameters of space manipulator is improved. The
simulation results show that the proposed method has the advantages of small error and good
stability in dynamic load rejection control of flexible space manipulator, and has good performance
of inertial parameter identification in orbit. This method has good application value in the control
optimization of manipulator.
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